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Hello Patrons!

This month all I really had to prep was notes for the first 
session of Far Verona, Season Two. I’ve provided those 
notes in their entirety, but what the zine can’t contain is 
all the moments in the last four weeks I’ve been watching 
sci-fi movies, listening to weird space music and brain-
storming about robots! I can’t capture, unfortunately, the 
many calls i’ve had with my players to discuss their char-
acters and the zine definitely doesn’t have room for all 
the raw excitement we all have for the show. I hope you’ll 
tune in for the premiere, and look forward to full char-
acter sheets from each of our new PCs in a future issue. 
I’ve dug through the archives and found a bunch of Swan 
Song notes as well, those that lead closer and closer to the 
finale! I hope you’ll get a kick out of revisiting these mem-
ories, I know I did.

Thank you so much for your support, and welcome to Is-
sue 35 of the GM’s Notebook.

Adam Koebel 
RollPlay GM
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FAR VERONA:

Season Two, 
Episode One 
Prep Notes

3.
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AIRDATE: July 6th, 2019 @ 10am Pacific 
EPISODE LENGTH:  
 3 hours (15 minutes warmup, 5 minute break midroll) 
 2, 1 hour + 20 minute acts

EPISODE ONE GOALS:
 × Introduce the situation
 × Introduce the characters

 × three basic things, give them a moment to say what 
their concept is in action

 × not deeper motivational stuff, we’ll get to that in spot-
light episodes

 × Hit ‘em with a bang
 × End on tension
 × Leave ‘em wanting more
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DJWHEAT 
TWITTER djWHEAT 
TWITCH djWHEAT

VANA 
TWITTER HavanaRama 
TWITCH vana

DJWHEAT AS JASNAH SOLARI  
A synth warrior, formerly of the Crux Military ma-
chine, now on the run, trying to protect her allies 
from her former masters.
beat - use violence to protect someone

VANA AS HALEY SKY 
A synthetic former child star, PRISM entertainment 
product gone rogue, escaping a life of content servi-
tude.
beat - act like a child to deceive someone, show that 
she is really an adult

Characters
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Characters
MARK 
HULMES 
TWITTER HavanaRama 
TWITCH vana

ELSPETH 
EASTMAN 
TWITTER ElspethEastman 
TWITCH elspeth

MALK HUMMUS AS COUNTESS ERIDANUS VAS-
KA AUTUMN  
A human noble turned treasonous rebel, synth sym-
pathizer and healing psychic.
beat - use psychic powers to heal someone, show 
humanity
??? - what’s the deal with your anchor NPC? she’ll be 
around but not a core focus until your first spotlight 
episode

ELSPETH AS ???  
A former vista servant-bot who made drinks and is 
now part of the synthetic underground resistance.
beat - show her outsider nature (neither synth nor 
human), ask why she is here.
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STAKES QUESTIONS
 × What do they have in common?
 × Where do they disagree?
 × Are they fighting or merely trying to survive?
 × What is their end goal as a group?
 × Who threatens them?

WHO: the PCs and someone who threatens their survival 
WHAT: an action-oriented start 
WHEN: now (Month 2, 3201, Zeroth Month of the Reign of the 
House of Pyxis) 
WHY: you are synths (reinforce the violence inherent in the 
system) 
HOW: some Hunter team made you and your location (??? for 
next session)
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Start With 
a Bang: 
LOCATION: The Burned Lands, Sector 4, Tanez, Yakiyah, Tsatsos System
 × the burned fields are slowly being reclaimed by Imperial assets, huge Agrobots 

move through, clearing out all the dead terrain in their path, along with rubble, 
ruins and other places where folks like the PCs might be hiding out

 × in advance of the Agrobots, a Crux team of H unters is searching the rubble and 
ruins for dissidents, seeking former terrorists in hiding and synths who might be 
using the area for safety

 × Hunter Team Kodiak Zwei, under the command of Kreigsherr Ibanez Yancy, is 
here to flush out and kill a specific group of synths, tipped off to their where-
abouts by an informant  

NPCS: 
 × Generic crux goons (minions)

A. Tough
B. Follow Orders
C. Hate Synths

 × Sergeant Arnehan, head of ops 
(rival)
A. Scottish
B. Smart
C. Spoiling for a Fight

 × Sergeant Arnehan, head of ops 
(rival)
A. Scottish
B. Smart
C. Spoiling for a Fight

 × A handful of others (minion) 
A. cowering masses
B. unable to fight, but willing to try
C. helpless except for the PCs help × Autumn’s “sister (rival)

 × Synthetics Biologist Triangulum Par-
ish Dorotea Zoe, Knight of the Order 
of the Brackets, Junior Grade on 
Loan to the House of Crux (rival)
A.  “Thirty eight, simulated”  
“How many combat drops?”  
“Two, including this one.”
B. Exacting mind
C. Not exactly a religious person
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What’s 
Happening:  
This area of Sector 4 is being reclaimed in 
waves, in the fore, House Crux teams are 
capturing whatever dissidents remain, acting 
on final orders - capture them now or they 
will get turned into biomass. Behind them, 
Eridanus Firemen, serf workers with flame 
projector units are killing any plant or animal 
life that remains under safety protocols that 

they might have been tampered with by local 
terrorists. In the rear, former ACRE agrobots, 
now under service of the Imperial Food Ser-
vice, churn whatever is left, turning the burnt 
land into safe soil for future planting.

PROSPERITY IS BROUGHT TO YOU IN 
ACRES BY ERIDANUS

We begin with a wide shot of a burning 
field. In all directions, the sky is choked 
with black smoke from the fires below. In 
the distance,through the haze, massive 
building-sized hovering machines slowly 
approach, long tendrils of steel drifting from 
their undersides churn the soil and clear 
rubble. 

Ahead of the machines, grey-clad forms 
move, wielding flame throwers, torching away 
any and all life, leaving dead plants and an-
imals in their wake, to be consumed by the 
hovering combines.

Interior scene, a safehouse - once a farming 
combine where dozens of workers used to 
sleep, eat and live - now houses a handful of 
helpless fugitives. Synthetic lifeforms on the 
run from the cold hand of the Empire. 

The door bursts open. There is a flash, and 
a cloud of smoke fills the room. In silence, 
a group of House Crux Hunters burst in, 
weapons already alight with laser fire - we 
see a synth attempt to raise a heavy wrench 
against them and he is cut down. The rest 
scatter. 

What do you?

Opening 
Scene:
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TIMER 
 × there are Crux Hunters here now
 × there will be Firemen here soon
 × there will be agrobots here eventually

The 
Situation

you cannot stay, where do you go?

the Crux shuttle that arrived here (The 
HCS Delphine IV) is parked in the mid-
dle of the complex, guarded by some 
goons and her pilot.

the complex itself is a half-dozen build-
ings abandoned years ago by ACRE

the surrounding territory is a wasteland 
of dead fields, dying animals and in the 
distance, Tanez city.

FLAVOUR:

color palette - rust, black, faded sepia, 
grey with bursts of orange and white 
flame

UPC graffiti everywhere, everyone who 
isn’t a PC or a friend is wearing a hel-
met with a face mask - inhuman hu-
mans

nothing is clean, everything is either 
loud (gunfire, shouting, flame projec-
tors) or deadly quiet (dust clouds, the 
hum of the approaching agrobots)

low visibility - smoke, dust storms, etc.

a futurey dustbowl, everything dead and 
dry - bones and ruin

FOOTNOTE: Look at Primetime Adventures

HOMEWORK: ID Numbers for the Synths, 
weapons and armor for the PCs
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Swan Song

NOTES
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Swan Song
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Swan Song
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Swan Song
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Swan Song
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Swan Song

NOTES
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